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british and american english in the
classroom in cairo and in kuwait
nancy salama american university in cairo

teachers of ESLEFL abroad are very
quickly faced with the fact that there are
two major varieties of english being used
worldwide in any particular location there
is usually a strong preference for either
british english or for american english

the community consensus as to which
variety is better is often solidified and
perpetuated in ministry of education
policies implemented through choice of
textbooks and set exams this dichotomy
of preference does not reflect the real world
of usage both varieties are used
internationally and both varieties should
be respected

ESLEFL teachers can contribute to this
objective by noting british and american
english differences objectively in the
classroom so often that students become
aware of them and accept them with
equanimity this procedure should
eliminate students emotional attachments
to one variety or the other for quite
unscientific reasons in the course of daily
teaching good ESLEFL teachers should
show that they not only tolerate the
differences but indeed enjoy knowing
them and talking about them

before teachers can attain this level of
performance they must leamlearn where in the
broad common core of english they occur
master the details of the specific
differences and then not be afraid to deal
with them as they are relevant day by day
only if teachers can do this can they meet

international english language students
needs adequately

tolerate and enjoy
the differences

generally students of english want to
know both varieties british and
american their curiosity can be satisfied
and increased by alert informed english
language teachers an attitude of tolerance
instead of intolerance interest instead of
indifference and excitement instead of
complacency can result from enlightened
guidance into the not so mysterious world
of american and british english
differences

although the british and americans do
share one common language the
variations are obvious enough to create
communication complications even for
native english speakers who mix in the
international realm the more aware
people are of the differences the more they
like to talk about them and generally
enjoy them so why not share this
pleasure with english language students

I1 feel that it is almost deceitful not to
tell students about the differences as
specific relevant cases arise in the
classroom if however a teacher does not
know the differences knows only a few of
the differences or simply does not care
about the differences no relevant examples
will arise in the classroom ignorance will
obviate any such opportunity
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learn the differences

the best way to learn the major
recurring differences between british and
american english would probably be to
live for an extended period in the united
states and in england and to study in each
country so as to absorb the standard form
of each variety from an environment of
educated native speakers the secondbestsecond
way

best
might be to surround oneself with a

bevy of native americans and native
englishmenwomenEnglishmen whowomen are language
conscious and who enjoy sharing
linguistic observations

unfortunately the first and best way is
expensive and time consuming the
secondbestsecond waybest is not always possible
and is also time consuming also the
results of these two ways will be uneven
and quite unreliable unless the learner
approaches hisheraisher quest very
systematically and devotes almost full
time to it

fortunately british and american
english language usage differences have
been the focus of scholars from the
beginning of the rebellion of the
colonies so teachers can avail themselves
of sundry commentaries and several studies
on the topic such commentaries and
studies are not always systematic easily
accessible or comprehensive but they
help

of course every english language
teacher should have a good american
dictionary and a good british dictionary to
refer to constantly however dictionary
searches can be timeconsumingtime andconsuming very
frustrating not all terms can be found
also even when a usage label am or
br is given the researcher invariably

comes up with many other related
questions which cannot be answered in the
typical restrictive dictionary format

thwarted in our desire to learn the many
differences in the best way by living and
studying for a long time in both the
united states and in england one of my
british colleagues mary ghali and I1 con-
centrated our efforts on existing studies
research into native speaker usage and ex-
ploitation of american and british friends

the results are presented in american
and british english preferences spelling
grammar punctuation prepositions and
vocabulary which employs a consistent
twocolumntwo formatcolumn with blanks to show
which items do not commonly occur in
the other variety with different related
items grouped together and with s to
indicate preferences whenever detectable
our hope is that we have produced an
attainable comprehensive reference so that
busy english language teachers can and
will look up terms or constructions which
they and their students wonder about as
they proceed through their textbooks and
through their daily school work

the worst way to deal with british and
american english differences is to guess
about the facts if you do not know do
not guess try to find out what the facts
are look it up just as you expect
your students to look things up the
rewards will more than justify the effort
both for you the teacher and for your
students

mention and deal with
the differences

armed with a rather extensive
knowledge of the differences after more
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than ten years of focusing on this
phenomenon I1 found that occasions to
mention differences popped up in almost
every class I1 taught and almost every day
to test myself to be sure that I1 was not
creating the situations I1 wrote down every
incident when I1 told my students about a
britishamericanbritish differenceamerican in my classes
from spring through fall 1982 the spring
semester I1 was at the english language
institute of the american university in
cairo and the fall semester I1 was at the
english language centre of kuwait
university I1 suspect that english teachers
around the world might come up with very
similar lists if they were to keep a record

the following items are listed in about
the same order they occurred in the
classroom to try to convey the actual
sequence over time within ordinary
teaching situations rather than according
to linguistic or skill classifications which

are much neater than actual occurrences
As an american I1 noticed the differences
readily because of the british english
background of the students and the
differences were even more striking when
using british textbooks

the differences are often much more
complex than any americanbritishamerican
twocolumntwo

british
equivalentcolumn list can reveal we

learned this fact very well as we
investigated specific differences to enter
into our book because of the complexity
of the comparisons we thought it
desirable to draw conclusions as to what to
teach based on our analyses we labeled
these conclusions advice to the teacher
ATT and included them throughout the

spelling grammar and punctuation
sections we did this to help teachers to
decide what to do quickly often the
advice is to note both accept either
but not always

actual examples of british and american english differences
which arose in the classroom in cairo and in kuwait

note these lists are in no way definitive or comprehensive they merely show some
differences which I1 actually dealt with as I1 was teaching two different student populations
in similar settings in two different countries their value is to stimulate beginning and
experienced teachers to be alert to differences and to enlighten their students as to british
and american english differences

group I1
where the american university in cairo the english language institute
when spring 1982

description USA bound adult university graduates british english background
american textbooks

american
1 do you have a pencil

have you got a pencil

2 flat niretire

british

have you got a pencil

2 flat tyre puncturee

1



pmpassdass overtake

14 phonograph nicpipdip

shotshol injection

4 soccer
football

5 student student

6

assiaisi

sparlspqrl
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3

the older the elder

7 sportssnorts arealeane good for us

8 to erase clean the blackboard
to erase pencil
pencil eraser

9 did you use to smoke

10 billion

ff11 lets not do it

lets dont do it nonstandardnon

12

standard

caboose

13 to

record player

15 the group isi helping

16 streetcar trolley

17 time is up

18 assignment work school umvujiivume
homework school or univ

to assigngiveassign homeworkgive

19 handwriting
I1

20 on april 10

21 on TV

22 to put a clock ahead

23 helloholo
24 in a village

3 injection iabjab coll

4 soccer football association football
american football

5 studentstyudent

6 the elder the older

7 SEQTUS good for us

8 to erase clean rub words out
to erase rub out
india rubber eraser

9 did you use to smoke
usedurd you toIQ smoke

10 milliard a thousand million

ff11 lets notnol do it
dont lets do it

12 brakevanbrake

13

van

to overtake

14 record player pickudpickuppick gramophoneeramogramoup

15

phong

the groupgrolipgrolig arearc

16 tram

17 time is upoverup2yeupcover

18 assignment work
homework school
work university
to give a homework

19 handwriting

11 J
20 on april the 10th

21 on the TV

22 to put a clock forwardonwardonfor

23 hello hullo hallo

24 inai a village

key to symbols explanation optional preferred doesnt occur
underlined point of difference

dent

no

rt 1

j&coll

student pudentwudentWudent

qu

r

T 1 Y

fqrw d n

Hjullo

umlerhn

dojtnon



lubrubluh

thoiho

faucbauc

sguagu

25 draftraft conscription

draftee
to draft

26 faucet tap spigasrngotspigz
27 exclamation point

28 at home homehomphoma

29 atubelmbqaltube of lipstick

30 to make a decision
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25 conscription
national service
c6nscriptcdnscriptconscript n
to conscript v

26 tap

27 exclamation mark

28 at home

29 a lipstick

30 to makej&qmaketakemake alaketake decision

group 11II
where kuwait university english language centre faculty of commerce unit
when fall 1982

description adult university undergraduates british english background
british textbooks

american
1 the school of commerce
2 science engineering

3 7il5am

4 spring fall

5 to erase pencil
dust ragclothrag forcloth dust only
blackboard eraser

6 tonight

7 distributor dealer

8 parentheses
brackets

9 hello

10 the united statesslates n

11 period

12 january first

13 on televisiontvtelevision
to

TV
watch TV

british
1 the faculty of commerce
2 science engineering

3 715 am 7j5u5 am

4 spring eallfalleailaall

5 to erase rub outqut
duster
blackboard rubber duster
if a piece of cloth

6 tonight tonightto

7

night

dealer distributor stockist

8 round bracketsbrackqtbracket parentheses
square brackets

9 hello hullojullo hallohailoH

10

allo

the united states n

united states n
11 full stop

12 january igthe first

13 on televisiontvtelevision on the TV
to watch the TV

d

7115 am

S

H

RM

13

TV

ailo

ua



I1 didnt have time to do it
I1 had no time to do it
I1 hadntb2dw time to do it
I1 hadntbzdnbzan got time to do it rare

could you please help me
of course with pleasure

doesdm he
he hasnt

I1 J

goigot a pencil
hashahal he

26tg
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14 december 15 198214 december 15 1982

15 november 101980 15

16

november mthfth 1980

16 DQ you havehuv time to stay today
have you got time to stay today have you goigot time to stay today

17 he doesnt have a pencil dmdoesdocs he 17

he hasnt got a pencil
hashu he

on holiday

dont mention it

hes being sick

mrs mr

address punctuation
hotel atlas
3 via rasellarasilla
rome10
italy

instruction tuition
tuition fees

flat
block of flats

handwriting

IGJspelling lists
1 international
2 suitable
3 england

or

1 international
2 SUITABLE
3 ENGLANDIENGLAND

18 on vacation 18

19 youre welcome 19

20 hes vomiting 20

21 mrs mr 21

22 address punctuation 22
hotel atlas
3viaraseua
rome
italy

23 1 didnt havehav time to do it 23
I1 had no time to do it

24 could you please help me 24
sumlypurelysurely

25 instruction 25
tuition fees

26 apartment .2626
apartment buildinghousebuilding

27

house

handwriting 27

28 spelling lists 28
1 international
2 suitable
3 england

14

151982

10 1980

&

dof snt

3 viavla rasella

n

j e

Havaav&

me

A
A

pl asureasurq
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29 hiwsecondaryhighsecondaryhigh schoolsecondary
ages 141814

30

18

marking system
check V
correct no mark
wrong vq
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29 secondary modemjgrammamodemzmmmwj
comprehensivecomh school
different types of schools

ages 111611 or16 18

30 marking system
tick v

correct
wrong X

conclusion

there is no intrinsic value in the items
presented in the above lists and many are
not as complete as they could be the lists
only prove that over time and in different
settings british and american english
differences will occur frequently if the
teacher is aware of them and competent to
explain the facts to the students my two
lists of thirty items suggest that a
difference would arise at least once every
other day in a twelveweektwelve termweek the fact
that vocabulary items dominated the list
for group I1 was a result of the oralauraloral
objectives

aural
whereas the writing objectives

for group II11 gave rise to more spelling and
punctuation differences notice that some
of the very same points arose in both
groups have differences are so complex
that we had to devote thirty pages to that
verb alone in our book no doubt other
teachers have dealt with some of these
same differences in their classrooms if
not one must wonder why not

my american english background
contrasted with the british english
background of the students in both groups
may account for my sensitivity to the
differences plus of course my deep
interest in this phenomenon but I1 am
suggesting that all english language
teachers can and should increase their

knowledge of the exact differences and that
they should share that knowledge with
their students my experience has only
been in the middle east where there is a
strong heritage of british influence it is
possible that in traditionally american
influenced areas such as latin america
the differences would be less relevant but
then too it would seem to me that the fact
that these differences exist in the dominant
core of international english would lead
teachers and students to want to know
about them

teachers functioning in systems where a
local ministry of education dictates
whether to follow british or american
usage may consider my suggestion to
teach both varieties wishful thinking
maybe but with the mobile populations
of the 1980s the shrinking of the world
through rapid transportation and the
abundance of multinationalmulti companiesnational
using international english any system
claiming to teach students english should
develop an attitude of respect for both
major varieties as part of the students
general education such an attitude can
result from repeated objective attention to
differences as they arise spontaneously and
are related to the english lesson in hand
modem studentsstudent sneedsneeds are greater than for
just one prestigious variety of english

n5iw
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studentsneeds
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inwalkingmwalkingunwalking stick papers
by robert cortes holliday new
york doran 1918 ppap 201213201

marckwardt

213

albert H american and
british english
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some students may ask which is
better british or american english
others may even insist that one is better
but with a teacher showing constant
respect for both varieties and objectively
dealing with differences day after day
student attitudes should evolve toward
tolerance enlightened interest and even
exciting discovery some linguists like to
accuse teachers of overemphasizing the
differences even when they merely
mention them this is unfair and

unjustified in view of the many differences
which do exist and which are relevant to
almost any classroom situation I1 am not
asking teachers to play up the differences
neither should they play them down they
should just play it right by dealing with
differences accurately whenever they are
relevant
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